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ABSTRACT
Sketch and speech-based interfaces have been suggested for
many design tasks. We have investigated the suitability of
these modalities for road design, which makes heavy use
of two dimensional visual representations. We have imple-
mented a multimodal road design interface that combines
sketching and speech. Our system allows designers to spec-
ify spatial and geometric aspects of their design using a pen-
based interface that can recognize user input interactively
in real-time. We recognize free-hand drawings of domain
shapes, and provide seamless support for gesture-based in-
teraction. We also support speech-based interaction for spec-
ifying aspects of the road design that are more naturally con-
veyed through speech. We evaluated the usability of our sys-
tem for the task of designing driving courses for the STISIM
driving simulator. Our initial evaluation with four users sug-
gests that users find our multimodal interface to be superior
to conventional methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, there has been an increasing interest
in the user interfaces research community to identify design
tasks that can be improved by intelligent multimodal inter-
faces combining speech and sketching. Speech and sketch-
based interfaces have the potential to make the design pro-
cess more interactive, natural, efficient, and enjoyable. We
have identified theroad designprocess as a visually rich de-
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sign activity that could use pen and speech inputs for speci-
fying the geometric and spatial aspects of the design.

Road design is the iterative process of planning the layout,
signs, signals, and the surrounding landscape that collec-
tively constitute roads. Transportation Engineers may gen-
erate road designs as part of a planned road construction
(actual road design), or they may design roads for study-
ing various aspects (e.g., layout, speed management, signs)
of an existing or a hypothetical road in a laboratory setting
using driving simulators (road design for simulators).

Actual road design, and road design for simulators both re-
quire specifying the two dimensional layout of the road, the
placement of signs, signals, elements of landscape (e.g., trees,
shrubs), and buildings (see Fig. 1 as an example). These vi-
sual elements can potentially be specified by sketching. In
addition, road design for simulators requires specifying the
desired behaviour of the traffic during a simulation, which
we believe can be done more effectively through speech.

We propose a multimodal interface for road design that al-
lows users to use speech for things that are easier said, and
sketching for things that are more effectively specified through
drawing. Our design choices have been shaped by our inter-
views with domain experts. Therefore, we briefly discuss the
list of requirements that we compiled after interviewing do-
main experts. Then we summarize the potentials for speech
and sketch input, and describe the architecture of our mul-
timodal road design software. We present evidence on the
utility and usability of our system in the evaluation section.
We conclude by a review of the related work and point out
extensions that might be considered for future work.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
We based our design on a set of requirements that we have
identified after interviewing domain experts.

Interviews with domain experts
We interviewed two domain experts, a Transportation Engi-
neer specializing in actual road design and a Computer Sci-
entist who regularly designs roads for driving simulators for
human factors research.

The interviews indicate that in the early design phase of ac-
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Figure 1. Screenshot of MIRA: Multimodal Intelligent Road Design Assistant. The road is displayed as a series of straight and curved segments. The
vehicle icon in the lower left corner indicates the startingpoint of the drive in the simulator. Vehicles making up the traffic are annotated with their
direction of travel, and distance from the start line of the simulation. Other elements of the road design include the trees, buildings, and signs.

tual road design, Transportation Engineers work with paper
maps. They explore alternative layouts for the road by draw-
ing straight line segments called “tangents” on the map. Tan-
gent lines along the road serve as visual representations of
the curvature constraints along the road. The tangent lines
are combined by special curves called “clothoid curves,” which
provide a smooth change in curvature across successive tan-
gent lines. The drawings are usually done on large scale
maps (e.g., 1:5000), and when the designer is satisfied, the
details of the road design are finalized using traditional WIMP
interfaces.

Although there are a number of commercial driving simu-
lators, our expert used the STISIM Driving Simulator [3],
which appears to be a popular choice in Human Factors and
Road Safety research communities [6, 1]. Road design for
the STISIM simulator is done through programmatic means
using a scripting language called Scenario Definition Lan-
guage (SDL). The road layout, signs, signals, and the details
of the traffic are specified using ASCII text commands1. Our
domain expert indicated that, because the overall appearance
of the road is hard to visualize, there is a need for graphical
means of viewing and editing road designs.

Based on the interviews with the domain experts, we have

1Although there has been some research on developing alternative
interfaces for the task, the state of the art at the moment is limited
to an interface based on MS Excel [7].

identified the following affordances desirable for road de-
sign:

• Road-layout specification by drawing:The system should
be able to recognize the freehand sketch of a road consist-
ing of straight line segments connected by curves. Be-
cause road designers use tangent curves when they work
on paper, a natural choice for road-layout specification
would be sketching the tangents of the road.

• Road scenery:We would like the system to provide sup-
port for adding trees and buildings to the scenery. Both
buildings and trees should be easily draggable.

• Traffic: When designing roads for simulation, the system
should allow easy specification of the traffic conditions in
the road (e.g., the number of cars on the road, spacing
between vehicles etc.).

• Road signs:The system should support adding road signs.

• Editing: Editing and correcting errors should be easy.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Based on our interviews with domain experts we have devel-
oped MIRA, theMultimodalIntelligentRoad DesignAssistant,
which supports sketch and speech based interaction.

The requirements list compiled after interviews with the do-
main experts served as a set of basic features. We imple-
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mented these features using speech, sketching and WIMP-
based modalities. We came up with an initial mapping be-
tween the features and the input modalities while trying to
match the affordances required by each feature to those sup-
ported by the modalities.

While certain operations could be completed through indi-
vidual modalities (speech, sketch and WIMP-based), for oth-
ers we used combinations of modalities. For example, using
conventional tools, it is inherently difficult to describe the
behaviour of an object or the interaction between a set of ob-
jects (e.g., “the cars keep a constant distance,” or “the traffic
light turns green when the driver approaches the 50 meter
mark”). Such commands require several steps of interaction
in a traditional GUI (e.g., object selection, launching a prop-
erties panel, setting new properties, interaction with dialog
boxes). On the other hand, these commands can be specified
concisely using natural language, therefore we used speech
for these tasks.

Specifying the road layout by drawing tangent lines appears
to be appropriate. Selection operations, which are inherently
spatial, can be completed more easily by a stylus, hence
these are supported by the pen interface.

For adding road signs, a traditional WIMP interface is likely
to be inefficient, mainly because locating the target road sign
among a set of signs would require substantial amount of
navigation, while simply drawing the required road sign us-
ing a pen-based interface is likely to be more appropriate.
Although the option of adding signs through spoken com-
mands is also plausible, we opted for pen-based input for
the sake of not overloading the speech modality.

Where possible we used sketching and speech in a comple-
mentary fashion so the user can select a group of objects by
pen and specify/edit their properties by speech. For exam-
ple, the user can select a group of cars and say “the cars are
separated by 200 meters,” or “the cars are traveling in the
same direction as the driver2.” MIRA has a simple reference
resolution scheme where if the recognized speech command
requires an accompanying sketch component, it is associated
with the nearest compatible drawing/selection event. Next
we describe the sketch and speech processing in MIRA.

Sketch recognition
MIRA supports three different kinds of processing for pen
input: fragmentation, single object recognition and gesture
recognition.

Fragmentation transforms the user’s sketch of the road tan-
gents into a segment of straight lines and Bézier curves. We
first connect consecutive tangent lines by cubic curves to ob-
tain a continuous stroke. The stroke information is then pro-
cessed by our fragmentation algorithm.

Fig. 2 shows the three steps of the fragmentation process.
This algorithm runs inO(n2N ), wheren andN denote the

2“The driver” refers to the participant who would be using thedriv-
ing simulator in an experiment

number of segments and number of points, respectively. Since
the number of segments is small compared to the number of
points in our application, the algorithm runs fast enough to
provide real-time feedback.

MIRA supports a small range ofgestures. The intention
to add a road sign is indicated using a gesture. There is a
gesture for adding a single car or removing an object (car,
tree, building) from the scenery. Gestures are recognized
using a recognizer based on the Rubine features [19].

The features extracted from the stroke are: the cosine and
the sine of the initial angle of the gesture, the length and the
angle of the bounding box diagonal, the distance between the
first and the last point, the cosine and the sine of the angle
between the first and last point, the total gesture length , the
total angle traversed, the sum of the absolute value of the
angle at each mouse point and the sum of the squared value
of those angles.

The features are passed on to a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for classification. This is done using LIBSVM [11].
The gestures used in our system are listed in Fig. 3. A sepa-
rate gesture, the selection gesture, uses only two features, the
distance between start and end points and the total gesture
length. A stroke is identified as a selection if the distance
between start and end point is small compared to the total
stroke length. The selection gesture is used to select objects
it encloses. This is useful for operations such as dragging a
group of trees or modifying properties of a group of objects
using speech.

Road signs can be sketched in a separate panel (shown in
Fig 4) that gets launched when the user draws gesture 2 in
Fig. 3. When the drawing panel is active, the system at-
tempts to recognize the sign after each stroke is added, and
displays the three most probable interpretations in the bot-
tom. The list is updated after each stroke. The user can then
select the target sign as soon as it appears in the list. This re-
laxes the restriction that each object has to be fully drawn for
recognition, and speeds up the interaction for cases where a
partial drawing of a sign has sufficient information for recog-
nition.

Figure 2. The three phases of fragmentation. A continuous curve is
obtained by connecting line segments with B́ezier curves. Then, the
entire stroke is segmented into linear curved segments using its global
properties.
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Figure 3. Gestures used in MIRA. The red and blue dots indicate the
start and end point, respectively. Gesture 1 adds a single car to the
road, whereby gesture 2 opens a new panel to draw a road sign. Ges-
ture 3 deletes the underlying object and the last gesture undoes the last
stroke in the road sign panel.

Figure 4. When the drawing panel is active, the system attempts to
recognize the sign after each stroke is added, and displays the three
most probable interpretations in the bottom.

Signs are recognized by an isolated object recognizer. We
use an algorithm that uses a combination of Zernike mo-
ments [16] and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [20] to
provide scale and rotation invariant symbol recognition. For
the Zernike moment-based recognition method, we use the
first 12 moments. Fig. 5 lists the road signs that our sys-
tem currently recognizes, while Fig. 6 shows two sketched
representations of those symbols. We believe the benefit of
supporting hand-drawn sign recognition will become more
evident as the number of road signs increases.

Speech recognition
MIRA’s speech recognition system is based upon the Mi-
crosoft Speech API 5.3 (SAPI) [4]. We decided in favour
of Microsoft’s speech recognition engine due to its good
recognition rate and its free availability. The speech library
was developed in C#, and the Java Native Interface (JNI)
was used to communicate the recognition results to MIRA’s
speech handler (written in Java).

A subset of the grammar used by our system is listed in
Fig. 7. The grammar serves two major purposes: It allows
the user to specify actions without having to switch modes.
For example, instead of clicking on a button, the user can
simply create the road using an appropriate voice command.

Figure 5. Road signs currently recognized by our system.

Figure 6. Example of sketched symbols and the correspondingrecog-
nized objects.

Other examples include adding trees, buildings or cars to
the road or removing a group of objects. More importantly,
speech enables the user to convey information that is other-
wise more difficult to express. For example, users can use
the selection gesture on a group of cars and specify their
relative displacement using speech. A video demonstrat-
ing MIRA’s speech and sketch processing capabilities can
be seen at on our web page [2].

PILOT TESTING AND EVALUATION
We conducted pilot testing with four users before evaluating
our system.

Pilot testing
The purpose of the pilots were to improve our implemen-
tation and revise our design choices based on the iterative
design methodology. We asked four users to complete rep-
resentative design tasks at various points during the design
process, and updated our design based on the feedback that
we received.

One aspect of the design that we modified after pilot testing
had to do with editing. Initially we included speech support
for short spoken commands such as “undo,” “redo,” “delete,”
and “clear.” What seemed like a reasonable design choice
proved to hamper the usability of the system, because the
limitations of the speech recognition technology occasion-
ally caused noise, and spurious speech to be misrecognized
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#ABNF 1.0;

$Construct = Construct [the] road ;

// Some basic constructions often used
$Pre = (There are) |

(Place) |
(Put) |
(Add) |
(Create) ;

$Number = 1 | 2 | 3 ... | 9 | 10 ;
$Distance = 20 | 50 | ... | 100 | ... | 200 ;
$Direction = in (driver’s | opposite | other) direction;

// Construct the road
$Construct = (Construct | Create) the road;

// Add intersection
$Intersection = Add (Intersection | Junction);

// Add cars
$Car = $Pre $Number cars [here] ;

// Add buildings
$Building = $Pre [some] (buildings | houses) [here] ;

// Make cars equally spaced
$EqualSpace = The cars (have the same distance | are equally spaced);

// Space the cars
$SpaceCars = ( (These | The) cars

are (separated | spaced)
by $Distance meters);

// Change cars direction
$ChangeDirection = (These cars | This car)

(goes | go | are going | is going)
$Direction;

// Add cars to driver’s direction
$CarDriverDirection = $Pre $Number (car | cars) [in driver’s direction];

// Add cars in opposite direction
$CarOppositeDirection = $Pre $Number (car | cars) in (other | opposite) direction;

Figure 7. A subset of MIRA’s grammar.

as one of these short utterances3. Although this did not hap-
pen very frequently, it was a major problem, because un-
expected executions of these commands resulted in confus-
ing software behaviour (especially inadvertent recognition
of destructive commands such as “delete,” and “clear” frus-
trated the users). Therefore, we removed these commands
from the speech grammar, and added easy-tap buttons to the
graphical interface to allow these operations to be completed
by tapping with the pen.

Another issue that came up during our pilot tests was that
the users had preconceptions about how a speech-based sys-
tem would work based on their past experience and interac-
tion with existing speech systems, which are mostly based
on keyword spotting (e.g., phone-based customer systems
with speech recognition capabilities). Because we initially
did not instruct our pilot test participants on how the speech
interface would work, some of them initially tried to con-
trol the system by uttering keywords that they thought would
elicit the appropriate response. Rather than modifying our
speech system to be based on keyword spotting, we chose to
prepare a 2 minute long video that showed someone interact-
ing with the system using speech [2]. We found the video to
be highly effective in helping the users to break their precon-
ceptions. Not having to convert to a keyword-spotting-based
approach proved to be particularly advantageous, because
certain operations that we could perform within a grammar-
based approach could otherwise not be supported by speech.

3Recognition of short utterances is inherently more difficult than
longer phrases, because longer phrases have more contextual sup-
port.

Evaluation
We finalized our design through several iterations of pilot
testing and reimplementation. In order to measure the util-
ity and usability of our system, we conducted a user study
where we asked four subjects to complete a set of road de-
sign tasks using MIRA and a WIMP-based baseline. Users
who participated in the pilot testing did not take part in the
evaluation.

WIMP-based baseline
We implemented a traditional WIMP-based road design tool
to serve as a baseline in our evaluation of MIRA. Fig. 8
shows a screenshot of this interface. It makes no use of
sketch or speech functionality, and supports the affordances
required for road design within the WIMP framework.

The trace of the road is input by concatenating straight lines
and curves. A line segment is specified by its start and end
point. Curves are represented with Bézier curves and spec-
ified using two end points and two additional points that
serve as control points. The road is colour-coded to iden-
tify straight and curved portions, which are coloured in red
and green respectively (see Fig. 8).

Trees, buildings and intersections can be selected from a
toolbar and placed onto the scenery. Dragging allows exact
positioning of these objects. More refined options (such as
type of building or tree, number of branches at intersection)
can be input through a separate parameter panel.

Cars can be selected from a toolbar and placed on a seg-
ment of the road. The system makes a distinction between
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the WIMP-based interface.

cars travelling in the driver’s direction and those travelling
in the opposite direction. Arrows indicate the direction. The
distance of each car from the start of the road is displayed
visually.

Road signs can be placed on any part of the road and are
chosen from a list. Currently, we support eight signs (Eu-
ropean models). Objects can be deleted using a traditional
eraser tool.

Experiment design
For the user study, we recruited four computer science grad-
uate students and asked them to complete a set of road de-
sign tasks. One of the participants was a graduate student
who had been designing roads for the STISIM driving sim-
ulator for the past two years. The participants were asked to
construct three road designs for simulation using the WIMP
interface and the multimodal interface. The tasks were se-
lected to get an adequate coverage of the features needed for
road design.

Visual and textual instructions were supplied to the partici-
pants in printed form. The visual component of the instruc-
tions were screenshots of a completed road design, which
the users were asked to reproduce. The textual instructions
asked the participants to make incremental changes to their
initial design (e.g., moving cars and buildings around, adding
or removing vehicles). The participants were asked to com-
plete all three designs using the multimodal and WIMP-based
interfaces in an arbitrary order.

Results
Each participant completed a questionnaire consisting of 16
questions after completing all three design tasks. The ques-

tions were designed to measure the overall interaction ex-
perience of the participants, and their subjective judgement
of both system’s effectiveness in addressing specific affor-
dances needed for the task.

Fig. 9 lists the questions included in the questionnaire. The
participants were asked to assign a score 1-7 for each ques-
tion, based on how much they agreed with each statement.
The scores were defined as: 1 strongly agree, 2 somewhat
agree, 3 slightly agree, 4 neural, 5 slightly disagree, 6 dis-
agree, 7 strongly disagree.

As seen in Fig. 9, the multimodal interface compares favourably
with its WIMP counterpart. The responses for questions #1,
#4, #9, and #10 were statistically significant using a one-
tailed sign test (p < 0.1). These suggest that the users found
our system more intuitive, and certain operations (such as
adding buildings, or modifying spacing constraints between
vehicles) were easier with our system.

Interestingly users thought the WIMP interface was missing
some functions they expected for completing the tasks, al-
though both interfaces had all the functionality required for
completing the tasks, and all participants successfully com-
pleted all three tasks.

Obviously it is desirable to extend the evaluation with more
subjects in order to obtain a tighter bound on the statistical
significance, and for coming to a definitive conclusion on
the significance of the other statements. However, we regard
the results obtained with this small set of users as a positive
indicator of the usability of our system.

RELATED WORK
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Input Method
MM Intf. WIMP

1. The interface was intuitive ++ ◦

2. I was satisfied with how the interface worked + −

3. The interface was simple to use + ◦

4. The functions I expected to complete the tasks were available + + + ◦

5. I could effectively complete the tasks ++ +
6. I could complete the tasks quickly ++ −

7. I thought the ”look and feel” of interface was pleasant ++ ◦

8. Adding vehicles was easy + + + ◦

9. The spacing constraints between vehicles was easy to satisfy + + + −−

10. Adding buildings was easy + + + −

11. Adding trees was easy + + + ++
12. Adding road signs was easy ◦ +
13. I could easily recover from errors + ◦

14. I enjoyed interacting with the interface + −

15. The interaction felt like a human to human interaction − −−

16. The interaction felt natural ++ ◦

Figure 9. Questions included in the exit survey. The first column lists a number of statements. The users were asked to assign scores on a seven-point
Likert scale based on how much they agreed with the statements for each interface. We divided the seven-point Likert scale (which has a range of
six) into seven equal regions. The region containing the average score for each question is indicated with ’+’ and ’−’ signs, where ’+ + +’ shows the
region with most agreement, and ’−−−’ shows most disagreement.

We discuss related work in sketch and speech based multi-
modal interfaces and then summarize the state of the art in
road design practices.

State of the art in multimodal interfaces
There is vast amount of previous work on multimodal speech
and sketch interfaces. Here, we limit our discussion to the
more recent work and also mention a few of the early influ-
ential systems.

The survey paper by Oviatt et al. provides an overview of
some of the early work on multimodal systems[18], and also
provides a discussion of motivations for sketch and speech
based multimodal systems. Our work shares the same moti-
vations.

Some of the earlier work in the field has focused on ref-
erence resolution issues for matching speech fragments to
parts of the sketch [14, 17, 8]. More recent relevant work in-
cludes those on reference resolution for speech and sketch-
like modalities such as gesturing [15, 13, 10]. All these sys-
tems discuss fairly elaborate methods for reference resolu-
tion. We show that the simple reference resolution technique
used in our system is sufficient for effective multimodal in-
teraction. In this respect, our work illustrates an interesting
property of the road design domain.

MIRA is intended to aid a particular design task, hence the
most relevant set of work is the work on multimodal in-
terfaces for design. Oltmans et al. have studied the early
stages of design for mechanical devices [17]. Their goal
was to make conveying the behaviour of mechanical devices
more natural for designers of mechanical engineers through
sketching and speech. Their system, ASSISTANCE, allows
a designer sketch a mechanical device and then verbally com-
municate the device behavior.

Later work by Adler et al. focused on a different aspect
of multimodal interaction in the same domain [8]. Adler’s
system allows the designer to sketch a mechanical system,
and specify certain properties the system through speech.
For example, it allows users to draw a rough sketch with
five pendulums, and then say “there are five identical touch-
ing pendulums” in order to specify the size and placement
of the pendulums through speech. This allows an opera-
tion that would otherwise require several steps through tradi-
tional modalities to be completed with a single speech com-
mand. Achieving such efficient communication has been the
motivation behind our system as well. We show how multi-
modal interaction can be applied to the domain of road de-
sign.

State of the art in road design
Actual road designer and designers who design roads for
driving simulators use different tools for these tasks.

Road design for simulators
Existing tools for simulators are limited to WIMP-based de-
sign systems or programmatic specification of simulator sce-
narios.

WIMP-based systems usually have their own 3D modelers
[12]. These tools not only define the geometrical and spa-
tial aspects of the terrain but also include behavioural mod-
els (for example, the interaction between cars and pedestri-
ans). Theinput phasegathers information from cartographic
databases (which include topographical information), scanned
maps that replace missing details (such as road signs) and a
description of the traffic light system. In themodeling phase
the user can define the road network using a traditional GUI.
The exact representation of the streets differ from case to
case [12, 21]. Buildings and road signs can be added using
a traditional WIMP interface.
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Alternatively, the road model can be input programmatically
through scenario definition languages (e.g. SDL in STISIM).
Both the road geometry and the interaction components are
defined in the same file in order to facilitate the easy syn-
chronisation of both sources of information. Unlike MIRA,
all these methods are based on WIMP-based or program-
matic interfaces.

Road Engineering and traffic planning
Road and Transportation Engineers emphasize the planning
of construction projects. This requires models that can cap-
ture the constraints of the real environment as closely as pos-
sible. Existing tools that can achieve this include commer-
cial tools such as RoadViz [9] or AutoCAD [5]. Again, un-
like MIRA, all these products are conventional WIMP-based
interfaces.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented MIRA, aMultimodal IntelligentRoad
DesignAssistant, that incorporates sketch and speech recog-
nition for designing roads. Our evaluation showed that users
find MIRA to be superior than its WIMP-based counterpart.

The evaluation also helped us to identify issues that need
further exploration. In particular, in the postmortem evalu-
ation interview, the users indicated that because the system
only had 8 signs to choose from, the menu interface worked
just as good as the sketch-based method. If there were more
signs to choose from, this would increase the utility sketch-
based input method. It remains to be seen how WIMP-based
and sketch-based interfaces would scale for larger number of
symbols.
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